SIFIs active in OTC derivatives market under-collateralize (up to $ 2 trillion shortfall if measured by the systemic risk carried by the major dealers/banks) Moving transactions to CCPs would make this gap obvious and require large increases in capital/unencumbered collateral.
Systemic Risk from OTC derivatives if a SIFI Fails
From a systemic risk perspective, counterparty risk is the risk to others in the global system if a SIFI fails.
We measure the exposure of the financial system to the failure of a SIFI dominant in the OTC derivatives market, according to the SIFI's total "derivative payables" (and not "derivative receivables"). 
The
The " "next best next best" " solution would be to link solution would be to link--CCPs (or CCPs (or interoperate interoperate) ) which would also roughly approximate the netting as the which would also roughly approximate the netting as the " "one one bucket bucket" " solution. This is also not in the making (yet) and solution. This is also not in the making (yet) and unlikely unlikely due to international cross due to international cross--border margin access and border margin access and associated legal reasons associated legal reasons 
